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Agenda

• Why is energy prioritized?
• Energy model introduction
• Energy data model overview
• Demo scenario
• Energy data model deployment
• What's next
• Q&A



Problem statement

Energy is often the 
first and most 

important area that 
companies prioritize 

to kickstart their 
sustainability 

journey.

Governments and 
regulatory bodies 
are implementing 
stricter standards, 

requiring companies 
to prioritize energy 

reduction and 
renewable 

energy targets.

Emissions impact 
across energy 

generation and 
procurement are 

extremely important 
for majority of 
customers to 
support their 

renewable energy 
goals.

Companies recognize 
that focus on energy 

provides 
multidimensional 

benefits, including cost 
savings, environmental 

responsibility, 
regulatory compliance, 

and enhanced 
stakeholder 

relationships.

All these other areas 
of the energy 

lifecycle are critical 
for customers that 

are not 
supported within 

Microsoft 
Sustainability 

Manager.



Report energy quantity for facilities and 
org-wide to meet regulatory disclosures.

Monitor performance against net zero-
carbon goals.

Track energy generation, procurement / 
transmission, end-use and reduction 
across facilities and at an org-level.

Report on renewable energy generation, 
procurement and usage to meet energy 
reduction/renewable energy targets to 
meet internal targets / external disclosures.

Use cases for the 
sustainability energy 
data model



Customer value

Unify energy measurement data from sites and data 

sources into an energy sustainability data model

Store and link energy sustainability metadata required 

for sustainability use-cases

Validate the energy sustainability data model for 

integration opportunities

User personas Feature overview

Entities to store energy generation data based on 

generation source.

Entities to store renewable energy data along with 

validation through contractual agreements.

Entities to store energy sustainability metadata such 

as energy source type, generation type, renewable 

energy structures and energy attribution.

➢ Data Engineer

➢ Energy engineer

➢ Sustainability Specialist

➢ Sustainability Manager

Overview

➢ Expanding the Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability 

data model to include the energy data model

➢ Provides entities to unify, standardize, and 

streamline energy data collection and storage for 

your organization across generation, procurement, 

and end use into a single unified data model.

Introducing the energy data model



Common Entities shared with Cloud for Sustainability data model

Account Facility Geographic Area

Energy Generation Entities

Energy Generation Measurement 
Data

Energy Procurement Entities

Energy Procurement Measurement 
Data

Energy Generation Quantity 
Metadata

(E.g., generation type, source type, generation 
quantity, source quantity)

Energy Procurement Metadata
(E.g., energy contract type, PPA, REC, 

renewable energy quantity, )

Organizational Unit

Purchased Energy Entities

Purchased Energy Measurement 
Data

Purchased Energy Metadata
(E.g., data source, meter, purchased energy 

quantity)

Energy data model overview



Demo Scenario
➢ Contoso is a consumer goods manufacturing organization with five manufacturing facilities in the US.

➢ Each facility uses energy to support their operations. Two facilities have rooftop solar to generate onsite energy and facility power.

➢ Contoso has a goal to reduce their energy consumption and power their operations with 100% renewable energy by 2030.

➢ Contoso wants to prepare its energy disclosure reports.

➢ Contoso wants to use MSM to record energy consumption across all their facilities, monitor renewable energy progress, and track 

energy generation for two of its facilities.

Deployment

❑ Deploy energy sustainability data model

❑ Populate facility information

Data Entry

❑ Populate energy meta data such as energy 

type, source type, generation type, data 

source etc.

❑ Enter energy generation and consumption 

measurement data



Deployment

Step 1: Sustainability manager goes to Microsoft cloud solution center and deploys the Cloud for Sustainability energy data model.

https://solutions.microsoft.com/Microsoft%20Cloud%20for%20Sustainability


Deployment

Step 2: Then select the Dataverse environment to which the energy data model needs to be deployed.



Energy data model entities

Step 3: View all the entities within the sustainability energy data model along with the required and optional attributes.



Energy data model attributes

Sample entity table below with the attributes for reference



Import data

Step 4: Import energy specific data for any of the entities either using manual forms, Excel or available Power Query connectors.



Data connectors

Step 5: Select the available data connectors to import the data, configured as per the data model structure. Import the data, map 
the attributes and publish. 



Data connectors

Step 6: View the imported data within maker portal for any of the data model entities. Users can also edit the table, add new rows and delete 
existing ones.



What’s next?

Prioritize the 
utilization of the 

energy data model 
to ensure 

comprehensive 
coverage across all 

areas.

Identify potential 
enhancements or 

adjustments across 
the energy lifecycle 

entities.

Allows for ingestion, 
calculation, and 

reporting of energy 
data.

Generate insights on 
key metrics 

spanning energy 
generation, 

procurement, and 
conservation.

Continue to improve 
the overall user 

experience 
for current and 
future needs of 

customers.

Adopt the 
Microsoft Cloud 
for Sustainability 

approach

Gather input and 
feedback on the 

energy data model 
components

Incorporate the 
data model 

components 
into MSM

Empower 
customers

Refine and 
Improve



How was the Summit? Share your feedback! 
aka.ms/MCfSTSFeedback

Learn more about the energy data model
Overview of the Energy Data Model

Join the Sustainability Community!
aka.ms/MCfSCommunity

Learning Resources
aka.ms/CloudforSustainabilityLearnCollection

Thank you!

🡢

🡢

🡢

🡢

https://aka.ms/MCFSTSFeedback
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/common-data-model/schema/core/industrycommon/sustainability/sustainabilityenergy/overview
https://aka.ms/MCfSCommunity
https://aka.ms/CloudforSustainabilityLearnCollection


Q&A

Please type your questions in the chat and 
we will answer them during the Q&A session.
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